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The new release of the All-Species Living Tree Project (LTP) represents an important step forward in the
reconstruction of 16S rRNA gene phylogenies, since we not only provide an updated set of type strain
sequences until December 2020, but also a series of improvements that increase the quality of the data-
base. An improved universal alignment has been introduced that is implemented in the ARB format. In
addition, all low-quality sequences present in the previous releases have been substituted by new entries
with higher quality, many of them as a result of whole genome sequencing. Altogether, the improve-
ments in the dataset and 16S rRNA sequence alignment allowed us to reconstruct robust phylogenies.
The trees made available through this current LTP release feature the best topologies currently achiev-
able. The given nomenclature and taxonomic hierarchy reflect all the changes available up to
December 2020. The aim is to regularly update the validly published nomenclatural classification
changes and new taxa proposals. The new release can be found at the following URL: https://imedea.
uib-csic.es/mmg/ltp/.

� 2021 Elsevier GmbH. All rights reserved.
Introduction

Thirteen years with the Living tree project (LTP)

Since the 1980s, the senior member of the LTP team (WL) has
been engaged on maintaining and improving a universal alignment
of 16S rRNA gene sequences, implemented in the ARB program
package [10]. The analyses based on the sequence comparison of
16S rRNAs have had over forty years of thorough application in
prokaryotic taxonomy [22,34]. This is by far the most sequenced
gene, with over 9 million entries in the public repositories (in
accordance with SILVA database figures in December 2020; [18].
For decades, it has been the basis for classification of Bacteria
and Archaea due to the robustness of tree topologies at various tax-
onomic levels ranging from genera to phyla. It was within the ARB
context that the LTP and its database [30] were created as a tool to
help, especially taxonomists, find the right sequence selection
when reconstructing 16S rRNA-based phylogenies, and to easily
establish the accurate affiliation of new taxa. This database has
been regularly updated [12,28,30] by adding the sequences of
newly classified species, as well as by improving the alignments,
substituting low-quality sequences and through de novo recon-
struction of trees. When the LTP was released for the first time in
2008 [30], the number of described species was just over 7,300
(as of December 31st 2007). Over the past 13 years, this number
has grown arithmetically to the point where there are now
�17,000 almost full-length 16S rRNA gene sequences essentially
representing all bacterial and archaeal type species (Fig. 1). Since
then, the quality of many of the deposited sequences has also
improved with the development of new sequencing technologies,
together with international efforts to obtain the genome sequence
of as many type strains as possible [11]. Validly described species
represent only a minor fraction of the conservatively estimated 1
to 10 million prokaryotic species currently existing in the bio-
sphere [31]. Nevertheless, the efforts invested in the compilation
of the LTP have been rewarding. Firstly, the curation of the data-
base allowed the recognition of those species for which the 16S
rRNA gene sequence had never been determined. In addition, inter-
national collaboration involving many culture collections through
the Sequencing Orphan Species (SOS) project [29] managed to (al-
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Fig. 1. Diagram showing the yearly increase in validly published new species (red
line and left Y axis) and total 16S rRNA gene sequence entries (blue line and right Y
axis). The values of new species descriptions have been taken from the LTP updates
that have been directly generated from the notification and validation lists in the
IJSEM since 1982. The 16S rRNA gene sequence entries were obtained from the
SILVA releases [18] up to 2019 and, due to the delay in the last release, the values
for years 2018 and 2019 represent 50% of the total biannual increase.
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most) complete the catalog of 16S rRNA sequences of those species
for which a viable deposit was available. Secondly, the highly
curated LTP database, together with its accurate phylogenetic tree
reconstructions allowed us, for the first time, to calculate the med-
ian and minimum taxonomic thresholds used by taxonomist for
the classification of higher taxa. By applying these 16S rRNA
sequence identity values to the sequences of as yet uncultured
prokaryotes, the number of extant taxa could be estimated, and
it suggested there were, for instance, more than 1,000 phyla [31].
In addition, the LTP project provided the 4th edition of The
Prokaryotes [21] with harmonized phylogenetic reconstructions
[12]. Due to this updated taxonomic information, the LTP has
become a much-used reference database that has been of help in
hundreds of new classifications (according to Google Scholar more
than 1,200 papers have referred to LTP).

The 16S rRNA gene sequence is still a necessary marker for taxonomic
purposes

The field of taxonomy has experienced pronounced changes
during the past 13 years since the first release of the LTP. The most
important changes are derived from the ease and low cost of
sequencing that has allowed the generation of thousands of whole
genome entries for cultivated prokaryotic strains and so-called
metagenome-assembled genomes (MAGs) of as yet uncultured
microorganisms. Besides the ‘‘old” 16S rRNA-based classification,
a ‘‘new” genome-based classification has emerged [15] and these
developments have resulted in a massive expansion of database-
based taxonomies [23]. As a result, there are now several initiatives
designed to re-organize the taxonomy of prokaryotes based on
genome relatedness, such as the Genome Taxonomy Database
(GTDB-Tk; [16]), the Microbial Genome Atlas (MiGA; [20], LINbase
[27]), JSpeciesWS [19] or TrueBacID [32], among others. These ini-
tiatives provide important new insights into prokaryotic taxon-
omy, although their major conclusions do not always coincide.
The main problem hindering the establishment of one stable taxo-
nomic framework is that the different initiatives use different data
sets to reconstruct phylogenetic trees. Initiatives like the GTDB-Tk,
a tool that is widely used by the scientific community, uses 120
single-copy universal protein genes, and assigns taxonomic ranks
based on the normalization of the branch lengths for the whole
reconstructed tree. MiGA uses, as basic parameters, the average
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nucleotide identity (ANI) and the average amino acid identity
(AAI), and similar approaches are used by JSpeciesWS and LINbase.
In addition, there are controversial classifications that are based on
the use of specially selected lineage sets of genes combined with
the presence/absence of gene insertions and deletions (indels)
(e.g. [5]), core gene sets combined with selected concatenates of
small sets of conserved genes (e.g. [5,6]), or other practices that
may be outside the bounds of the International Code of Nomencla-
ture for Prokaryotes (ICNP; [14]) that could create confusion [24].

High-throughput genomics has forced molecular ecologists to
face an important challenge in creating a new nomenclature code
[13] based on DNA genome sequences as the type material (or
nomenclatural type that is the element of the taxon with which
the name is permanently associated; [14]. This alternative to the
ICNP has benefits that outweigh the problems derived from not
having a live organism growing as pure culture in the laboratory
[9], and permits the classification of MAGs and single amplified
genomes (SAGs) with the same genotypic standards as cultivation,
thus expanding the taxonomic framework to the vast uncultivated
majority [8]. However, we are convinced that high-quality MAGs
and SAGs must contain the binned rRNA gene sequences [8] if
these are used to classify new taxa. In addition, the 16S rRNA genes
from MAGs, SAGs and genomes are of the utmost relevance for
comparing and evaluating the great diversity that had been
unveiled by the countless sequencing surveys using this gene
[31]. The benefit of a 16S rRNA-based phylogenetic reconstruction
using the ARB universal alignment is that it is based on a highly
curated alignment that considers the secondary structure of the
RNA and minimizes the effect of homoplasies and misplaced bases
[10], thus, enhancing the robustness of the results. The reliability of
the reconstructed trees using this gene may well surpass the
genome-based phylogenies, and as these are not manually curated,
homologies may be difficult to assess with large evolutionary dis-
tance, and distinct genes do not often show concordant topologies
[25]. In addition, we believe that rRNA sequences will continue to
be of the utmost importance in microbial ecology, since visualiza-
tion, localization and quantification of Bacteria and Archaea are
routinely achieved by phylogenetic probing of environmental sam-
ples with 16S rRNA-targeted oligonucleotides [2]. Fluorescence
in situ hybridization will also add to a future largely genome-
based taxonomy of as yet uncultivated prokaryotes, since it con-
tributes to their phenotypic information, such as the cell shape,
cell–cell interactions, and ecological relevance. This widely used
visualization method relies on curated high-quality rRNA data-
bases for the design of oligonucleotide probes that target mono-
phyletic taxa with few or no outgroup hits [1].

The current project presents improvements related not only to
the LTP database itself, to which we have added new sequences
corresponding to the newly classified species and have improved
the quality of existing entries whenever possible, but also through
the incorporation of a new universal 16S rRNA sequence alignment
implemented in the ARB program package [10]. These updates will
result in more accurate phylogenetic reconstructions.
Results and discussion

Sequence selection substituting high-quality entries and adding newly
described species

The last LTP_132 release containing 13,903 sequences was pub-
lished in June 2017. The current new release was updated up to
IJSEM volume 70, issue 11, which appeared in November 2020.
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During the past 3.5 years, a total of 3,001 new species have been
classified and, taking into account reclassifications, recognition of
heterotypic synonymies and other modifications on the nomen-
clatural status of the published names, the current LTP now
includes an additional �3,200 sequences resulting in a total of
17,133 type strain sequences. The current taxonomic layout of
the LTP accounts for 39 phyla, 99 classes, 234 orders, 582 families,
3,261 genera, 17,137 species and 431 subspecies (Supplementary
Table S1). The number of genera and type species included in the
LTP differs by 76 sequences from the total number validly pub-
lished, since some genera lack the 16S rRNA gene sequence of
the type strain of the type species, or because some species appear
orphan of type species due to taxa reclassifications, as is well
recorded on the LPSN website [17].

One of the major constraints in previous LTP releases was the
low quality of many sequence entries that represented type strains.
In many cases, these were partial 16S rRNA sequences of low qual-
ity with sequence ambiguities, homopolymers and gaps. Based on
improved sequencing technologies, initiatives, such as the GEBA
project [11], have generated thousands of high-quality drafted
genomes of type strains, and consequently many complete high-
quality rRNA gene sequences. In the course of the preparation of
this release, a total of 1,775 low-quality 16S rRNA sequences were
replaced (Supplementary Table S2) by higher quality sequences
obtained from the same type material (Supplementary Table S3).
Nomenclatural changes were also considered due to recent reclas-
sifications (Supplementary Table S4). The average quality of
sequences in accordance with an LTP-internal ranking (0 = best to
16 = worst; see below in the ‘‘New ARB Alignment” section) was
thereby improved from amean of 10.1 and a median of 9 in the for-
mer release to a mean of 8.9 and a median of 7 in the current
release. In addition, approximately 3,702 entries were detected
for which the strain designation and/or the indication that they
represented type material was missing in the SILVA 138 release
(Supplementary Table S5). The fields have been updated after man-
ual supervision with the information obtained either for the NCBI
entries where the strain designation was given in the ‘‘isolate”
instead of ‘‘strain” field, or, if missing, the information was
obtained from the original publications that were linked to the
sequence release. In cases where the information was not obtain-
able, the original strain designation given by the authors and listed
on the LPSN website (https://lpsn.dsmz.de/; [17] was added (Sup-
plementary Table S5). In addition, some of the entries contained
extra unnecessary texts that have been removed (Supplementary
Table S6).
Changes in taxonomy

In recent years, several reclassifications have been proposed
and accepted by the list editors of the IJSEM. All such changes have
been manually checked and were recorded by the LTP team, such
as the 770 species that changed names mostly due to reclassifica-
tion at the genus level (Supplementary Table S7), or the 6,047 taxa
that had been reclassified in one or several of the higher taxonomic
ranks (Supplementary Table S8). In the current LTP list, all tax_ltp
fields in which we spotted missing or incomplete information have
also been recorded in order to offer the best corrected taxonomic
path for all entries. Taxa accuracy had been cross checked with
the nomenclature list available on the LPSN website [17] for years
2020–2021, and the specific and generic nomenclature changes
have also been checked with the list kindly provided by the cura-
tors of the LPSN.
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Among the many taxonomic changes, there is one controversial
proposal to reclassify the phylum ‘‘Tenericutes” by creating one
novel order, two novel families and five novel genera [7]. This pro-
posal has been discussed by the respective subcommittee on the
taxonomy ofMollicutes [3] and it has especially proposed the rejec-
tion of the reclassification of the members of the genus Myco-
plasma. We decided to follow the recommendation of this
subcommittee, and did not change the nomenclature of the pro-
posed genera that would move some Mycoplasma species into
newly generated genera. However, in order to record the changes
in taxonomy that we did not want to highlight in the LTP release,
a new field correct_name_ltp was created that records the new
validly published names so the user can choose between both
nomenclatures for Mycoplasma, as well as some Lacticaseibacillus
and Lapidilactobacillus, among others, whose phylogeny shows bet-
ter accordance with the names given in the fullname_lpt field
rather than the considered correct names (e.g. Gupta_2018;
Zheng_2018).
New ARB alignment

The previous LTP releases were based on the alignment pro-
vided by the SILVA project. However, alignments and trees are
not static constructs, since they have always been further adjusted
and improved according to the rapidly evolving sequencing tech-
niques together with the fast-growing quantity of available
sequence data. Any new sequence variant may contribute hitherto
unknown information. The alignment of the current LTP database
release comprises many more columns than that provided by
SILVA, extending the 16S rRNA gene alignments from 42,283
homologous positions to 98,863, and the whole column set from
50,000 to 240,783 in order to fit all 50 and 30 flanking sequences
occurring in entries that have not been curated by the depositors.
The main reasons for this expansion are the helix extensions and
intervening sequences (IVS) for which space had to be created.
The insertions have often resulted from apparent sequencing arti-
facts, such as internal repeats, disposed symbols (bases) or impro-
per assembly. The Escherichia coli sequence used as a standard [4]
global consensus sequence guided the insertions of a few to several
thousand columns that created a work bench for analyzing new
raw data. Such additional columns were also used to place nucleo-
tide symbols that probably represented sequencing errors.

Appropriate column filters can be applied to exclude such sym-
bols from treeing procedures. For this purpose, in the current LTP
release, filters that may help researchers to reconstruct their trees
have been updated and created (Table 1). Thousands of columns
also had to be added beyond the rRNA termini, given that many
raw data are not trimmed to them. Certainly, the many columns
that are often finally not used for analyses represent a burden
when editing. However, editor tools are available to hide unwanted
columns while working. All operations concerning alignment,
quality checking and treeing were performed using the ARB soft-
ware package. Over 30,000 sequences from the most recent dec-
ades were inspected by eye as a quality check and for alignment
improvement. This has been a cyclical process of software-
supported and manual interaction of data in order to check against
local and global consensus sequences, while replacing apparently
lower quality and partial data, and repeating the processes when-
ever new data had been inserted. The initial SILVA-based align-
ment was modified by placing the IVS and helix extensions
properly. Further major rearrangements concerned variable helix
regions. When evaluating potentially base-paired regions, the fit

https://lpsn.dsmz.de/


Table 1
Filters included in the LTP_12_2020 for phylogenetic reconstruction determinations. The filters can be used depending on the level of resolution and the sequence divergence of
the setup to be analyzed. The asterisk (*) indicates the number of remaining homologous positions in the alignment after applying the filters.

Filter designation Valid columns* Purpose of the filter

3_prime 32,273 Defines positions corresponding to the 50 30 terminal nucleotides of the E. coli reference sequence
5_prime 293 Defines positions corresponding to the 50 50 terminal nucleotides of the E. coli reference sequence
Termini 98,864 Defines positions corresponding to the E. coli reference sequence
Termini_5_3 66,298 Defines positions corresponding to the E. coli reference sequence, excluding the 50 50 and

30 terminal nucleotides, respectively
ECOLI 1,542 Number of bases of the reference sequence of E. coli
Gap95_q0_to_q5 94,814 Defines columns sharing gap characters in at least 95% of the LTP extended sequence selection

with quality ranks 0 to 5 assigned
Rr20_q5_09jan21 1,474 Removes all positions with <20% conservation
Rr30_q5_09jan21 1,472 Removes all positions with <30% conservation
Rr40_q5_09jan21 1,423 Removes all positions with <40% conservation
Rr50_q5_09jan21 1,324 Removes all positions with <50% conservation
Rr60_q5_09jan21 1,206 Removes all positions with <60% conservation
Rr70_q5_09jan21 1,092 Removes all positions with <70% conservation
Rr80_q5_09jan21 958 Removes all positions with <80% conservation
Rr90_q5_09jan21 802 Removes all positions with <90% conservation
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to a higher order consensus structure was given more emphasis
than nucleotide identity, assuming that structure maintenance
represents a driving force for evolution. Furthermore, in helical
regions of different length, positioning of strong versus weak base
pairing was used as a guide for placing nucleotide symbols in com-
mon columns. The base symbols in large helix extensions - either
stable ‘in vivo’ or removed during processing - were also put in sep-
arate columns dedicated to paired or non-paired positions as far as
potential folding was possible and convincing. Potential terminal
loop sequences were assigned to common columns. Given that
similarities in helical regions with variable primary structure often
do not correlate with, especially, sequence similarity, these were
individually arranged according to size, similarity and loop struc-
ture by applying helix- and/or loop-specific filters that allowed
consistent improvements of local alignments in particular.

Besides the alignment quality, data selection according to qual-
ity is highly important for phylogenetic analyses and taxonomic
conclusions. As mentioned above, the sequences in our working
databases were subjected over the decades to restrictive quality
checking by applying ARB tools, as well as visual examination. Pre-
sumably erroneous or strange base symbols were identified as
such in the context of ‘good quality’ reference sequences, and glo-
bal and local consensus strings of phylogenetic neighbors. Given
the alignment differences with SILVA and other databases, the doc-
umentation is not in the exact position, but rather assigned to helix
and downstream regions and their numbers, respectively. A quality
scoring system was established comprising 17 ranking levels from
0 (best) to 16 (worst) that was used for data selection. As described
in detail below, for the ‘good quality’ core sequence set and core
trees, only sequences belonging to ranking classes 0 to 5 were used
(for both, the type strain sequence dataset given in the
tree_ltp_core in the LTP release, and the set of supporting non-
type strain sequences given in Supplementary Table S9). Parame-
ters considered for establishing the quality values assigned to the
individual database entries were: overall number of nucleotides
(minimum 1,300 in the core region; i.e. all alignment columns
except the terminal regions defined by the filters 50-prime and
30-prime, respectively; for level 0 to 14, any for 15, 16), ambiguities
(0 for level 0, and 1 for 2, 2 for 3,. . ..,10 for 11, 15 for 12, 20 for 13
and 14, any for 15 and 16), number of determined versus undeter-
mined (missing sequence information) terminal and internal posi-
4

tions (i.e. undetermined internal: 0 for level 0 and 1 for 2, 2 for
3,. . ..,10 for 11, 15 for 12, 20 for 13 and 14, any for 15 and 16; 50

and 30 terminal: missing 0 for 0, at least 1 nucleotide present for
2 to 15, no nucleotide for 16; database field: 0 for 0 and 1,1 for
2, 2 for 3,. . ..,10 for 11, 15 for 12, 20 for 13, any for 14 to 16),
and number of entries in the ‘‘quest_reg_ltp” database field (Sup-
plementary Table S10; together with other new fields added).
Defining the undetermined sequence (alignment) positions was
performed separately for the terminal and the internal core
regions. In the past, 5’ and/or 3’ terminal regions were often not
covered by the sequencing approaches, or the sequence data pro-
vided often ‘‘faded out”, so that only part of the expected sequence
positions were documented, which were often scattered over the
respective terminal regions. The latter finding often correlates with
quality deficiencies in the core region. In a previous internal study
(unpublished), it was shown that removing alignment regions cor-
responding to E. coli positions 1–50 and 1483–1532 (i.e. 50 nucleo-
tides from both termini for comprehensive analyses) improved the
tree reconstructions. Respective alignment filters (5_prime,
3_prime, and termini_5_3; Table 1) for the terminal as well as
the core regions are provided with the LTP database. Admittedly,
application of such restrictive quality standards comes with the
risk of classifying real evolutionary changes as errors. However,
one of the missions of the LTP is to provide the scientific commu-
nity with a robust framework backbone and therefore we opted for
excluding the impact of any questionable sequence positions.
Users are free to perform their own analyses applying other crite-
ria, but we recommend that it should be done by undertaking com-
parisons with different datasets and algorithms.

Unfortunately, despite the progress in sequencing techniques,
as well as the accompanying improvement of data quality, the
majority of type taxa sequences (�10,400 out of �17,100) still
had to be assigned to quality ranks of 6 or higher indicating the
low quality of the sequences when the desirable qualities should
always be <5. During the continuous database maintenance in
recent years, lower quality data were replaced whenever possible.
However, for some species and genera only lower quality
sequences were available and the respective data had to remain
included in the LTP. Consequences arising from this situation con-
cerned phylogenetic analyses, as described in the following sec-
tion. The visualization of the current rRNA-based tree



Fig. 2. Excerpt from the consensus tree_ltp_core. a: pure tree topology; b: the same
tree with support values indicating the fraction (%) of individual trees generated
during the multiple treeing approach described supporting the respective branch-
ing pattern; c: the same tree regions of ’unsharpness’ around the branching. The
(horizontal) dimensions (broadness) of grayed areas do not result from calculations
but are arbitrarily defined with experience in order to provide an impression of how
trees should be critically interpreted. Horizontal branch length and support values
normally correlate approximately.
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reconstruction is a central component of this LTP database release.
The core tree (‘‘tree_ltp_core”) was only based on 6,659 high-
quality sequences, assigned to quality rankings 0 to 5.

Tree reconstruction

Given the limited information content of rRNA sequences, as
well as the differences and shortcomings of the commonly used
treeing approaches and models of evolution, the significance of
any tree reconstruction has to be seriously taken into consideration
when interpreting it, especially for taxonomic purposes. Important,
yet often undervalued information, can be drawn from internode
distances. Whereas distance matrix procedures, such as neighbor
joining, visualize the means of measured sequence differences,
maximum parsimony and maximum likelihood methods provide
estimated distances reflecting the significance of separation of
the individual nodes by the length of the respective branches. Short
internode distances indicate low significance (Fig. 2). Bootstrap-
ping and jackknifing are commonly used tools to assign support
numbers to the nodes. On the one hand, randomly deleting or
selecting alignment columns only visualizes whether there are
many characters common to node separating clades and not what
is roughly expressed by branch lengths. On the other hand, by
applying bootstrapping to the treeing methods, their model or
parameters are not changed. In this project, a more directed
approach proved to be an advantage.
5

The current LTP release presents a de novo reconstructed tree
using the sequences of all available type strains of high quality
together with a supporting set of 10,167 sequences (Supplemen-
tary Table S9) representing the widest range of lineages that con-
stitute our current knowledge of the global diversity based on
environmental data [18]. We considered this reconstruction as
the core tree showing the most robust topology achievable with
the current data set. It subsequently served to place all additional
type strain sequences of lower quality into the best phylogenetic
framework. For this reconstruction, three different basic methods
were applied, which were neighbor joining, maximum parsimony
and maximum likelihood, as implemented in the ARB software
package. The underlying assumption is that nodes supported by
more treeing methods are more likely to be correct compared to
those only supported by a few. In the case of maximum likelihood,
the calculations were additionally performed by applying two dif-
ferent models: GTRCAT and GTRGAMMA [26]. Furthermore, indi-
vidual trees were reconstructed by all methods but included
various alignment column selections defined by column filters cal-
culated according to positional variability. These individual filters
(Table 1) included 0%, 10%, 20%, . . .., 90% conserved (identical char-
acters) columns. They were combined with a termini filter (exclud-
ing the terminal regions corresponding to the 50 terminal positions
of the E. coli standard). A third filter (gap95_q0_to_q5) was com-
bined in each tree calculation that removed columns with 95%
and higher gap symbols in order to prevent either the impact of
potential errors positioned there (see above) or IVS not commonly
present. Following this concept, 40 single trees were reconstructed
based on the high-quality (ranks 0 to 5) core data set mentioned
above. A consensus tree was generated based on these 40 single
trees by applying the respective ARB software tool.

The current LTP release contains two trees: the tree_ltp_all,
containing all sequences that appear in this release, and the
tree_ltp_core that contains the best quality sequences used for
the tree reconstruction, but for which the non-type strain
sequences had been removed (as listed in Supplementary
Table S9), together with the support values at the nodes indicating
the percentage of the individual trees sharing the respective local
topology. All type taxa sequences of lower quality were added
stepwise to the core consensus tree using the ARB parsimony tool
with presets in order to optimally place the respective sequences
but exclude their impact on the topology of the core tree. These
additions were performed according to the quality ranks (i.e.
better-quality sequences first). The complete type taxa tree does
not contain support values, given that the positioning of lower
quality sequences has to be regarded as questionable anyway.
When interpreting the trees, support values and internode lengths
have to be taken into consideration. This also concerns the validity
of taxonomic groups superimposed on the trees (see below).

Tree topology and taxonomy, incongruences, missing species and
features to mention

Where supported by topology, the taxonomic groups were
manually created and named. Group naming correlates with the
currently valid nomenclature, as provided on the LPSN web page
[17]. Care should be taken if the branch separating the respective
group from the rest of the tree appears rather short. There are
many cases where groups conform taxonomically but monophyly
is not significantly supported. There are �340 species that are
clearly in need of being reclassified (Supplementary Table S11),
since these affiliate very distantly from their type taxa, and often
fall on distant branches that do not correspond to even the phylum
where the nomenclatural types are located. Furthermore, a
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remarkable number of taxa appear to be polyphyletic, appearing as
dispersed multiple occurrences of groups sharing the same name.
These polyphyletic genera and higher taxa have been listed in Sup-
plementary Tables S12 and S13. The polyphyly of genera or higher
taxa is indicated by numbers connected to the respective name:
name � number, whereby the type taxon group remains unnum-
bered. On the other hand, many of the groups shown in the tree
clearly comprise different taxa of the same category rank (i.e. gen-
era within a family or species within a genus). These groups are
indicated by displaying both taxon names in the tree using the ‘‘
+” sign (i.e. name + name; such as Sulfolobus + Stygilobus), and up
to three names are shown. Other cases, where more than three
taxa of the same rank are included in the same group, are indicated
by name + al (e.g. Sediminibacterium + al). The type taxon cluster
name remains without a number, whereas other groups are num-
bered from 1 and so on (e.g. Vibrio; Vibrio � 1; . . . Vibrio � 9).
Groups comprising hierarchical taxa are specified by: (lower taxon
level) name_(higher taxon level) name (e.g. Bacteroidales_Bac-
teroidia). Combinations of these conventions also occur throughout
the trees.

Database release and accompanying documents

The new release in ARB format can be downloaded at the fol-
lowing URL: https://imedea.uib-csic.es/mmg/ltp/, together with
all the complementary documents. In the current 2021 release,
besides the arb format database, we prepared a csv and fasta
release, a pdf and newick document with the tree_ltp_all. On
the website, there is an email entry list for users who wish to be
updated and informed about news on the releases, have questions
to be answered, or detect incongruences or failures that may need
to be corrected in a subsequent release (e.g. wrong names, reclas-
sifications not considered, etc.).

Recommendations for users

Users should be aware that the current ARB release includes a new
improved universal alignment that has been manually curated after
the analysis of the new sequences added from the high-quality sup-
porting dataset, which included environmental sequences. Therefore,
the SILVA database [18] still contains 16S rRNA gene sequences
aligned with the former shorter alignment. Consequently, any new
sequence that is not included in the LTP needs to be aligned in ARB
prior to any tree reconstruction. As we aim to update the LTP database
regularly on at least a bi-yearly basis, it is important that users of the
LTP check for the species classified after each release. The current LTP
contains sequences until December 2020, and since then to the date of
submitting this manuscript approximately 147 new species have been
described. Therefore, new species must be evaluated with caution if
they fall within taxa that may already have newly classified species.
It is recommended that the new sequences should be added to the
LTP database first, then their phylogenetic position should be checked,
and the literature reviewed to determine whether any new closely
related taxa have been classified. Alternatively, a simple blast search
in the sequence repositories, selecting only sequences from cultivated
organisms, may also help to fine tune phylogenetic analyses.

As a workflow for using the LTP with the ARB program package
[10], or other relevant software, it is recommended to: (i) add a
new sequence to the LTP database, align it against the complete
dataset and manually supervise the aligned bases; (ii) insert the
sequence into a pre-existing tree (the best solution could be to
use a copy of the tree_ltp_all) using the parsimony tool with the
6

termini filters and Gap95_q0_to_q5; and (iii) evaluate the position
of the newly inserted sequence. With this first approach, the user
can decide the set of sequences that may be relevant for showing
the phylogenetic position of the query. It might be necessary to
manually supervise the aligned bases again versus this set of
selected sequences.

In our experience, and to reconstruct the final tree to be used for
the phylogenetic inference, we recommend: (i) reconstructing sev-
eral trees with different datasets (one can expand and reduce the
number of sequences in the analysis) and different filters (depend-
ing on how close or distant the query sequences are to the closest
relatives) ranging from no filtering (termini and Gap95_q0_to_q5)
or filtering using positional variability filters with different conser-
vation (Table 1), and using different algorithms (our preference is
always to include the maximum likelihood inference); and (ii)
evaluating the different topologies obtained with the different
reconstructions to show finally either the tree that reflects the
majority of topologies or presents a consensus tree showing the
branching orders as multifurcations that cannot be unambiguously
resolved. Note that there will always be uncertain regions in the
tree that cannot be resolved (Fig. 2). In addition, it should be recog-
nized that the trees are dynamic structures that may change with
the addition of new sequences, which may stabilize the branching
patterns in the future.
Concluding remarks

Altogether, the trees provided in this LTP release provide a
robust global phylogeny, despite the questionable positioning of
the lower, especially lowest, quality sequences (included only in
the tree_ltp_all). However, in the majority of cases either highly
similar sequences of type strains with higher quality or selected
supporting sequences have been included, which helped in stabi-
lizing their assignment to the respective tree region. In general,
most of the taxa that had been classified using 16S rRNA gene phy-
logenies as the backbone in order to show their uniqueness and
genealogic position are phylogenetically congruent and appear in
monophyletic lineages. Most of the large taxa generated prior to
the use of 16S rRNA gene sequences for taxonomic purposes,
showed a poly- or paraphyletic nature. This applied to genera such
as Bacillus [6] or Lactobacillus [35]. Additional large polyphyletic
genera are Pseudomonas,Vibrio,and Sphingomonas. Poly- and para-
phyletic families included the Desulfuromonadaceae, Myxococ-
caceae and Rhodospirillaceae, to name just a few (see
Supplementary Table S13). All of these taxa still need thorough
analysis and reclassification, and it should be emphasized again
that the current release contains updated classifications up to
December 2020. There have been important reclassifications, such
as for the classes Deltaproteobacteria and Oligoflexia, and the phy-
lum Thermodesulfobacteria [33], which have been considered as
controversial [24], that had still not been recorded in the LTP
release, and as to the date of this submission (April 2021) these
names had still not been validly published. Nevertheless, we aim
to integrate the latest taxonomic changes, as well as those occur-
ring in the near future, on at least a bi-annual basis.

Finally, the LTP team would like to encourage taxonomists to
revise as many taxa as possible that are in need of reclassification.
When starting such a global scientific effort our inspiration should
be to create a phylogenetic classification with a stable nomenclat-
ural framework. Taxonomists initiating such a significant endeavor
might also want to perform a systematic comparison of 16S rRNA-
based and whole genome trees that need to be conducted anyhow

https://imedea.uib-csic.es/mmg/ltp/
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in the near future, if only to provide a smooth transition from the
old to the new taxonomical practices.
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